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Chapter 1 : The Gatecrasher - Madeleine Wickham - Google Books
Madeleine Wickham (born 12 December ) is a bestselling British author under her pseudonym, Sophie
calendrierdelascience.comed at New College, Oxford, she worked as a financial journalist before turning to fiction.

Beschreibung bei Amazon Sophie Kinsella, born Madeleine Sophie Wickham, is a common name that arises
every time British novelists are mentioned. Her contributions in fictional writing can never be oversight with
book series like Shopaholic that received tremendous accolades and appreciation. Born back in 12th December
, Sophie has authored a number of novels with the most renowned being her Shopaholic series which was a
bestseller. She has several others and is still writing more. Looking at her book profile, one may think she
studied the art which is actually not the case. Having gone through two different independent senior schools,
she finally landed in the University of Oxford. She began by studying music before changing after her first
year to PPE politics, philosophy and economics. She later worked in various firms including Pension World as
a financial journalist before resorting to fictional writing. Book profile Her first creations came early when she
was still a journalist. The book received numerous positive critics as a success, hailed by the public and
appeared in the top ten bestseller list. After that first success, Sophie went on and authored six other novels
under her name Madeleine Wickham. She submitted her first book under the name Sophie Kinsella to her
publishers anonymously and only later revealed her identity in on her work titled Can You Keep a Secret.
Although most of her stand alone novels have received positive remarks from critics as well as public, her
most notable achievement is the Shopaholic book series. This series already has five books with another
addition expected in the autumn of The first two books in this series have also been used as a story line in a
movie released in Her first was work in the Shopaholic was The Secret Dreamworld of a Shopaholic released
in and later published as Confessions of a Shopaholic in She works for the Successful Savings magazine as a
financial journalist, a job she dislikes and only does due to her inability to momentarily secure a better one.
Becky loves to shop on fashionable clothes and presents for her friends, a habit she rationalizes as necessary.
This leads her into huge debts and her friend Suzy monitors her expenditure to help with basic management.
The second book of the series is called Shopaholic abroad, released in and later published in US as Shopaholic
Takes Manhattan in It picks up from the previous book as Becky experiences a good life with her boyfriend
Luke who she met in a press conference. She also has a good paying job as a financial advisor on television
and establishes good terms with her bank manager Derek. Events change rapidly as Derek retires and Luke
decides to explore opportunities in New York. She wins the attention of employees and gets some great sales.
Although she still spends a substantial amount of money, Becky is financially secure now with a stable TV
job. An article is released depicting her as bankrupt and spendthrift which damage the PR of her company. She
is eventually laid off and returns home to her friend Suzy as her relationship with Luke comes to an apparent
end. When this book comes to an end, Becky has gone back to pick a package delivered to her former job and
finds out deceitful plans made to bring down Luke. She arranges a meeting at the airport and tips him before
they finally make up. After a ten-months honeymoon, Becky and her husband, who quickly goes back to work
mode and trims his hair, return home. She promises not to spend extravagantly, but her problems begin with
the arrival of two trucks full of souvenirs she bought during the trip. There are various episodes of drama as
Becky finds out the many differences she has with her sister Jess. In the release, she is heavily pregnant and
her sister encourages the use of secondhand baby products as a more conservative approach. The last release
Mini Shopaholic was in and basically involves their young daughter Minnie, who grows up with naughty
behavior. She is practically uncontrollable and has been banned from four Christmas grottos. Shopaholic to
the Stars is expected to be released in the autumn of In , Sophie Kinsella saw the first film based on her
writing as Isla Fisher and Hugh Dancy starred in Confessions of a Shopaholic, a romantic comedy movie. The
movie character lives in New York while in the book, she lives in England. Sophie has received various
awards including Writer of the Year in annual Women of the Year awards. Conclusion Sophie Kinsella has
many stand alone novels besides the Shopaholic series. Readers are anticipating the coming release and her
sales will be expected to rise. Viewers will equally be looking forward to the possibility of producing a
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running series based on the complete chapters of the book. Although she is approaching 45, Sophie is still an
excellent writer and thrives in fictional creations. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt
Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out
no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live
there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your
e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below.
Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels.
Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series.
Author Dan Brown was a pop musician initially, and even relocated to Hollywood in an attempt to continue
that career. However his kids version of electronic music never caught on, and he ended up becoming an
author.
Chapter 2 : Madeleine Wickham: Fiction & Literature | eBay
Note from Sophie. Before I was Sophie Kinsella, I was Madeleine Wickham. In fact, that's my real name! I started off my
writing career with a series of novels which are rather different from my Sophie Kinsella books.

Chapter 3 : Madeleine Wickham
Jun The novels of Madeleine Wickham are every bit as sassy and clever as her Sophie Kinsella books. In Sleeping
Arrangements, she delivers a tantalizing tale about an outrageous holiday, proving that love lies in the most unexpected
places.

Chapter 4 : Cocktails for Three (Audiobook) by Madeleine Wickham | calendrierdelascience.com
of results for "madeleine wickham books" Sleeping Arrangements Jul 8, by Madeleine Wickham. Kindle Edition. $ $ 7
Get it TODAY, Oct Paperback.

Chapter 5 : Order of Sophie Kinsella Books - calendrierdelascience.com
Madeleine Wickham has 14 books on Goodreads with ratings. Madeleine Wickham's most popular book is Cocktails for
Three.

Chapter 6 : Madeleine Wickham Book List - FictionDB
Madeleine Wickham, who also writes as Sophie Kinsella, attended university at Oxford, where she studied politics,
philosophy and calendrierdelascience.com first job was as a junior assistant on a magazine for retirees but she went on
to be a financial journalist before becoming an author.

Chapter 7 : The Wedding Girl eBook: Sophie Kinsella, Madeleine Wickham: calendrierdelascience.com: Kin
Madeleine Wickham is the author of several acclaimed novels, including A Desirable Residence, Cocktails for Three,
Sleeping Arrangements and The Wedding Girl.

Chapter 8 : Audiobooks written by Madeleine Wickham | calendrierdelascience.com
This is a paperback copy of Madeleine Wickham's "The Gatecrasher". The book is in excellent condition and has the
sticker residue on the top right corner of the cover.
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Chapter 9 : Sophie Kinsella - Wikipedia
Sophie Kinsella is a pseudonym used by Madeleine Wickham to write chick lit. Although Wickham has published other
books under her real name, her Kinsella books are much more popular.
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